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Abstract: - A human interface that uses a line of sight has been studied. In previous studies, some methods use a
special light source or a hardware device and others use a software program for image processing for detecting the
line. In this paper we propose a new eye-gaze input method. The method uses only a single facial image acquired
under ordinary lighting condition, and it requires no laborious camera calibration. A state of eye-gaze is estimated
by a virtual reference point, which is determined based on a motion of feature points on a face. We demonstrate
the validity of the new method by simulation and experiments.
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1 Introduction

A human interface that uses a line of sight has been
studied. If a machine can detect that a person gazes at
its eye, which is usually a video camera, the machine
can make a certain response to the person. In previous
studies, some methods use a special light source or a
hardware device [1], and others use a software pro-
gram for image processing [2], [3], [4] for detecting
the line. Gaze direction can be detected with high spa-
tial resolution by using the former methods, but these
are not user friendly because they require the user to
restrict user’s motion. On the other hand, many useful
applications can be realized by using the latter. But
much calculation time is needed to determine gaze di-
rection precisely, and laborious camera calibration is
inevitable.

The method we have proposed [5], [6], based on
image processing, can determine whether a person
gazes at a camera lens or not. We have called it ”eye-
gaze estimation”. The method uses only a single fa-
cial image acquired by a video camera under ordinary
lighting condition without using any instrument. Pre-
viously we used a pair of small marks that were at-
tached on a user’s face. The marks however were un-
desirable for the users of the system.

In this paper we propose a new approach for eye-
gaze estimation. A generated virtual point is substi-
tuted to the real marks. A position of the virtual point
is determined based on a motion of feature points on
a face between two successive images. We evaluate
the new approach by simulation and experiments, and
demonstrate the validity of the new method.

2 Principle of Eye-Gaze Estimation

Fig. 1 shows the image of eye region. A state of
eye-gaze is estimated by relative displacement of irises
from marks. The marks are attached on a facial surface
where a straight line that passes through the center of
the right and left eyeball intersects. We call this line an
axis of eyeball. A pointP in the figure is the midpoint
of the center of the right and left marks, and a point
Q is the midpoint of the center of right and left irises.
The displacement of irises is defined by a distance of
these two points. For normalization, the amount of
displacement is divided by a distanceL.

Because neither a feature of a human face nor
lighting condition at image acquisition are symmetri-
cal, a displacement of a front facial image with the
eyes gazing at a front camera lens is not ordinarily
zero. Hence the displacement on this condition is re-
garded as reference, and it is subtracted from that of
a facial image in an arbitrary state. LetPPP represent a
position vector ofP, andQQQ a position vector ofQ. The
eye-gaze estimation is done by using a displacementd
that is defined by the following equation:

d �
���QQQ���QQQ000�� �PPP���PPP000���

L
� (1)

where PPP0 and QQQ0 are the position vectors of corre-
sponding points in the front facial image, which we
call the reference image. Ifd is less than a prede-
termined threshold, the system estimates that the user
gazes at a camera lens.

It was proved geometrically that if a camera lens
or other visual targets are optically far enough from
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a person, the displacementd depends only on where
the person gazes at and does not on its head direction
[5]. In the actual system, the marks are substituted by
a virtual point that is generated in a facial image based
on some feature points on a face.

Q

P

Left markRight mark

L

Center of eyeball Axis of eyeball

Fig. 1 Displacement of irises.

3 Image Processing for Eye-Gaze Es-
timation

Image processing for the eye-gaze estimation has two
parts as shown in Fig. 2. The one is image processing
for generating reference data, whose flow is in a left
part of the figure. The processing consists of feature
points extraction, detection of eye regions from the ob-
tained image, estimation of iris center and generation
of a reference point for the eye-gaze estimation. The
other is real-time eye-gaze estimation, whose flow is
in a right part of the figure. Image acquisition and
a few steps of image processing are carried out by a
special hardware entirely in parallel with others car-
ried out by a PC. Each image has 512�480 pixels and
256 gray levels, and it is acquired at intervals of 30
msec on the average.
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Fig. 2 Flow chart of eye-gaze estimation.

3.1 Generation of Reference Data

Image processing for generating reference data is con-
ducted as follows. The first step is acquisition of the
reference image. The second step is extraction of fea-
ture points. Ten points are selected as them: outer and
inner corners of both eyes, an inner edge of both eye-
brows, both sides of a nose, and both sides of a mouth.
The third step is detection of eye regions based on the

feature points positions. After the eye regions are de-
termined, edge points of the irises are extracted from
its binarized image. By assuming that the projected
image of the iris is a circle, its edge points are fit to
the circle with the least squares method. A center of
the circle is considered as a center of the iris. The esti-
mated iris center is one of the reference data. Finally,
the midpoint of the right and left marks are estimated
by using the feature points. This point is used as a vir-
tual reference point (VRP), which corresponds to the
point P0 in Fig. 1.

The result of image processing is shown in Fig. 3.
A white circle at the middle indicates the VRP. The
cross symbols indicates the center of irises and some
feature points. The real marks in the image are also ex-
tracted. They are used for comparison in experiments.

Fig. 3 Result of image processing.

3.2 Detection of Winking

The eye-gaze estimation is failed when an eye is
winked. Winking can be detected by recognizing a
shape of an eyelid. Fig. 4(a) shows a typical contour
line of an opened eye in a binary image. The 2D con-
tour line is represented as a function of one variable
by neglecting au coordinate. Fig. 4(b) illustrates a
graph of the function. The horizontal axis of the graph
indicates a sequence number of points along the con-
tour line and the vertical axis a displacement with re-
gard to av coordinate. A series of points are extracted
at equal distance and a number of points are reduced
to 32. Discrete Fourier transform of this series yields
spectra as shown in Fig. 4(c). Fig. 4(d), 4(e), and 4(f)
show a contour line of a closed eye, its graph repre-
sentation, and Fourier spectra respectively. The shape
of an eyelid can be recognized by calculating a cross
correlation between its Fourier spectra and those of a
typical shape of an opend eye.
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(a) Contour of opened eye.
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(d) Contour of closed eye.

(c) Fourier spectra
     of opened eye.
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(b) 1D representation
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(e) 1D representation
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Fig. 4 Characteristics of opened eyes and closed eyes.
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4 Eye-Gaze Estimation with Virtual
Reference Point

Theoretically the video camera of our system can be
placed optically far enough from a person. It is an
outstanding point of our method compared to the other
proposed ones. Since it is assumed that some feature
points on a face lie on a plane under this condition,
the position of a VRP in the facial image is estimated
based on affine transformation.

4.1 Generation of Virtual Reference Point

A VRP is regarded as one of the feature points on a
face. All feature points are rotated and translated in
one in a 3D space as a head rotates, and are projected
to a 2D image plane. By assuming that movement
of the feature points between successive video images
can be expressed by affine transformation, the posi-
tions of the VRP is determined.

Let ŝss denote a position vector of a point in the ref-
erence image, which is represented by homogeneous
coordinates, and let̂sss� denote that of the same point
in an arbitrary facial image whose state of eye-gaze
is to be estimated.̂sss� is calculated using affine matrix
defined by;

ŝss� � AAAŝss� AAA �

�
�

a11 a12 tu
a21 a22 tv
0 0 1

�
� (2)

whereŝss � �u�v�1�T andŝss� � �u��v��1�T . Since the ma-
trix AAA has six degrees of freedom, all elements ofAAA
can be determined from the coordinates of more than
three points. By using coordinates of the ten points
described in 3.1,AAA is determined based on the least
square method. The processing flow is shown in Fig.
5.

Extracting feature points(+)

Arbitrary image

Calculating affine matrix A by using feature

points based on the least square method

Reference image

[Position of VRP s' ]  =  A [Position of VRP s ]

Extracting feature points(+)

 and generating the VRP(  )

Fig. 5 Determination of the position of the VRP in an
arbitrary image.

Fig. 6 shows the geometrical relation between the
real marks and the VRP. Thex, y andz axis correspond
to the axis of eyeball, the vertical axis, and the optical
axis of the camera respectively.θx and θy represent
the angle of head rotation around thex andy axis re-
spectively.

Since the VRP is assumed to lie on a plane where
feature points lie, position error of the VRP in the im-
age occurs and it changes as the head rotates due to the
distance ofDz. WhenDz is much less thanCz, which
is satisfied in our system, the errors in horizontal and
vertical directions denoted by∆u and∆v can be evalu-
ated by the following equation:

∆u � f
Dz

Cz
sinθy

∆v � f
Dz

Cz
sinθx cosθy

(3)

where f indicates a focal length of the camera.
The absolute values ofθx andθy are determined by

a length of a major and a minor axis of an ellipse that
is transformed from a circle with the matrixAAA. The
sign of them is determined by the translation elements
of AAA. The amount of the errors can be calculated in
this manner and the errors are modified.

y
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Virtual reference point (VRP)
Feature points

D z

Axis of eyeball

θ y

θ x
Video

camera 

Plane where feature

points lie 

Fig. 6 Relation between the real marks and the VRP.

4.2 Tracking of Feature Points

Since the proposed eye-gaze estimation for human in-
terface does not restrict user’s motion, it is not easy
to extract feature points from each video image within
short time. If an affine matrix that depends on motion
of a face is estimated, total time for extraction can be
reduced.

In this paper we apply Condensation algorithm
[7], or particle filters [8], to estimate the affine matrix.
The algorithm has three steps: prediction, observation,
and estimation. The first step predicts an affine matrix
that expresses transformation between two successive
video images. The second step observes the difference
in position between actual feature points and predicted
ones. The third step estimates optimal affine matrix.
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Let AAAi denote an affine matrix for thei-th video
image, andAAA� j�� j � 1� � � � �N� means that this matrix
is the j-th affine matrix amongN number of matri-
ces generated randomly at timei. A subscripti and a
superscriptj associated with other symbols have the
same meaning.

Firstly AAAi is roughly predicted based on the previ-
ous two affine matrices.

AAAi � AAAi�1�∆ti�1�∆AAA� ∆AAA�
AAAi�1�AAAi�2

∆ti�2
(4)

By adding a system noiseT� j� to the matrix,N number
of candidates for optimalAAAi are generated.

AAA� j� � AAAi �TTT � j� (5)

HereT � j� is a translation matrix in vertical and hori-
zontal directions.

In the next step, positions of feature points in the
i-th image are calculated using each ofN number of
affine matrices,

ŝss
�� j�

k � AAA� j�ŝssk� �k � 1� � � � �K� (6)

whereŝssk represents thek-th feature point position in
the (i�1)-th image, andK represents a number of fea-
ture points. After that, a weight scoreW� j� for each
matrix is evaluated by comparing pixel values around

ŝssk andŝss
�� j�

k .

W � j� �
K

∑
k�1

� � ŝssk� ŝss
�� j�

k � (7)

where the operator� � � � represents normalized cor-
relation having a value from�1 to�1.

Finally probability weight distribution,π� j�, cor-
responding to eachAAA� j� is calculated by assuming that
the distribution follows Gaussian distribution,

π� j� �
1�
2πσ

exp
�
��K�W � j��2

2σ2

�
(8)

andAAAi is estimated by the following equation.

AAAi �
∑N

j�1π� j�AAA� j�

∑N
j�1π� j�

(9)

After estimating the affine matrixAAAi, it is modi-
fied again using a pattern matching method, so thatAAAi
expresses transformation between the reference image
and thei-th image accurately. The modification pro-
ceeds along the following steps. At first,ŝssk in the ref-
erence image is transformed toŝssk

� by AAAi calculated
by (9). Next, patterns aroundŝssk andŝssk

� are compared
with subpixel accuracy, and the feature points in thei-
th image are extracted again. FinallyAAAi is determined
with the least square method.

5 Results and Discussion

5.1 Simulation Results

A distribution of displacement of irises was examined
by simulation on condition that a gaze line is fixed at
a camera and a head is directed to a circumference
around the camera. Fig. 7 shows the results of simula-
tion. The distance between the camera and the head is
assumed to be 2�4 meters. The angle between the head
direction and an optical axis of the camera is set at 10Æ

and 20Æ. Since a value of 0.01 is used as the thresh-
old value for the eye-gaze estimation, the maximum
amount of displacement using the VRP is sufficiently
small.
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Fig. 7 Distribution of the displacement of irises by
simulation.

5.2 Experimental Results

The experiment was conducted attaching real marks
on a subject’s face so as to compare the amount of dis-
placement of irises with the VRP to that with the real
marks. The distance from the subject to the camera
was 2.4 meters. The subject continued to gaze at the
camera lens during the experiment, but it directed its
face in every direction.

Fig. 8 shows the change of displacement in suc-
cessive images. A horizontal axis of the figure indi-
cates the frame number of the image. The sampling
interval was about 30 msec. The motion patterns of
the face during the first and second period were the
same. Elapsed time of the period was about 3 sec and
1.5 sec respectively.

Fig. 8 demonstrates that the position of the VRP
was well modified, and the result of the eye-gaze es-
timation with the VRP was almost the same as with
the real marks in the first period. Since the face was
directed downward during the frame no.70 to 95, the
system failed in extraction of outer corners of the eye.
Because rotational speed of the head was too high in
the second period, each image was blurred slightly,
and pattern matching for extracting feature points was
not done correctly. The reference image and the video
images picked out every 30 frames are shown in Fig.
9.
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Fig. 8 Experimental results of real-time eye-gaze es-
timation.
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Fig. 9 The reference image and the video images
picked out every 30 frames.

6 Conclusion

The real-time eye-gaze estimation by using the vir-
tual reference point(VRP) was proposed, and the va-
lidity of the method was demonstrated. When a per-
son gazes at an object under ordinary condition, its
head stays still and an angle between a gaze direction
and a face direction is not big. In such a case, the per-
centage of correct estimation reached almost 100% by
our previous study.

Since the method neither restricts user’s motion,
nor uses any special light source or a hardware device,
and laborious camera calibration is needless, it is ap-
plicable in various situations and at various places. For
example, eye-gaze input can turn on and off household
electric appliances. It can be useful for any one includ-
ing handicapped persons.

Future study will include the eye-gaze estimation
with multiple cameras so as to detect an arbitrary view
direction.
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